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Vendor List
The vendor list is a resource for all
projects (and orders, if applicable).
You can enter manufacturers and
suppliers along with special vendor
types like freight companies and
warehouses (used for shipping to
something besides a project or another
vendor).
This screen includes the features that
are typical of all major data screens.
■ The “Views” controls give you
access to each major screen at any
time (plus the project screens after
a project is opened).
■

Command buttons at the lower left
provide all the basic functionality
for adding and editing data.
Specialized functions unique to a
specific kind of data appear on the
appropriate screen.

■

If a screen includes the option to
import a new list item, it always
appears as a sub-function of the
Add command button. Some
screens allow you to import more
than one item at a time, and these
will have an “Import List” button
at the main command level.

■

The grid at the top of each screen
includes a Find tool that uses the
current index and a Search tool
used to find words or phrases in a
particular field. On the right, the
font size of the grid can be
adjusted up or down to get more
rows on the screen if you have a
larger monitor.

■

Each major screen has a Query
button used to set up a filter for

use in viewing records and
printing reports.
■

Most columns can be sorted by
clicking the column heading, with
the sort current order indicated in
red.

■

You can use the mouse wheel to
scroll the list after clicking on it to
get “focus” (but learning to use

■
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the Find command will save more
time in locating specific items).

entries much faster, especially
where a calculation is involved.

FF&EZ editing screens include a
large number of shortcuts that
make it easy to invoke editing, to
enter dates, etc. Some fields have
specialized right-click (context)
menus that allow you to make

FF&EZ has a full context-sensitive
Help system that is available by
pressing the [F1] key on the keyboard.
Unlike some anemic examples of
software “help”, the FF&EZ Help
system is the equivalent of a full,
hyperlinked user manual.

Library List
The Library can be used to maintain
an official master list of specifications,
both fully detailed as well as
schematic specs to be used as
templates. This list is outside of all
projects and functions as a resource
from which specifications can be
copied using the Import command on
the project specifications screen.
The Library is used more often when
you maintain either a catalog of items
for sale (maintained by an office
“librarian”) or when you want to set
up prototype specifications that
include standard specifications text
(boilerplate).
However, in practice, most general
users do not use the Library for
specifications because they have
instant access to any previous product
spec, complete object or predefined
room type on the system via the Add>
Import command on the Specification
Screen, the Object Screen and the
Room Screen.
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Client List
Clients can “own” one or more
projects in the system, and may
represent (for independent firms) the
owner of a property for which projects
will be executed, or (for corporate
design departments) any other unit in
the organization.
Each client has a main address and an
optional alternate shipping address.
These addresses are at the top of the
“cascade” of addresses that become
the shipping address for project items
(however, each project can have its
own project address —read more
about this on the “Project List” page).
As on other screens, the “E-mail” field
becomes an active button if an e-mail
address is entered and, if email
software is available on the system,
creates a new e-mail message to the
listed contact. It can also copy the
email address to the clipboard.
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Project List
This screen contains all setup
information for a project, including its
location and street address, alternate
billing and shipping addresses and
default (or target) rates for markup (or
gross margin), taxes, estimated freight
and purchasing fees. The rates entered
on this screen are copied to all new
specifications in the project, where
they can be overridden on a spec by
spec basis. VAT tax types are
supported. The Design/Purchasing
version supports tax quotes on orders
instead of flat tax rates for complicated
tax situations.
The addresses shown, especially the
project shipping address, are used
when the addresses on the client’s
record do not apply to all projects for
that client. When a shipping address
is printed for a spec, the system checks
to see if a special address has been
entered on the spec itself, then looks at
the address here, and finally at the
client record.
Each project is assigned to a client,
and more than one project can be
assigned to each client. Projects can
represent new construction, a capital
budget for a fiscal year or even single
replacement orders.
For international work, the currency
for each project can be set separately.
The billing for each project's FF&E is
controlled by the "Vendors are to"
setting under “Billing Options” and
can be set to one of three types: 1)
invoiced to you for resale (usually at a
profit), 2) invoiced to your client
(basic purchasing management)) and

3) invoiced to the client with you as
their agent (purchasing and payables).
The setting of this option determines
whether a markup or a purchasing
management fee can be entered.
One of the most powerful features of
FF&EZ is the ability to copy an entire
project with the Clone command
shown on this screen. This gives you

the ability to create both “skeleton”
projects (containing standardized
room types made up of “skeleton”
objects and specs) or fully detailed
projects meeting the standards of a
corporate brand.
These projects can be cloned to create
a “live” project ready for further
development. They can also be the
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source for a more piecemeal approach,
where you create a project then import
rooms, objects or specs.
In the Design/Purchasing version,
there are additional options to create
project-specific order numbering using
a prefix. The “Views” buttons
associated with that version will also
appear.

Area List
An “area” is any major subdivision of
a project, usually corresponding to
sections like “Convention,” “Public,”
“Guest Rooms,” “Exterior,” etc.,
however, because it is simply a label
used to group sub-areas (that is,
“rooms”) there is a lot of flexibility in
how areas can be set up.
Each area can be assigned to a subproject for custom reporting. For
accounting needs, each area can be
assigned a “group code” and a budget.
Budget amounts can be entered
directly into the list. There are “hooks”
in FF&EZ that allow custom
accounting codes to be assembled on
custom reports or (in Design/
Purchasing) orders.
NOTE: The screen shown here (and
in the following pages) are from the
Design/Purchasing version, showing
the purchasing-related “Views”
buttons that are included in that
version. The Design version is
identical except for not having these
extra functions.
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Room List
A “room” is a sub-area that is typically
used to hold the FF&E associated with
a room or a room type. The only
difference between a “room” and a
“room type” is that the latter has a
quantity or "room count" set to greater
than 1. In all cases, the user only
enters the FF&E quantities (on the
FF&E Worksheet, discussed next)
needed to define one room. FF&EZ
takes care of the resulting calculations
to extend the needed quantities. This
means that you can maintain a full
specification database, adjust the room
mix in a project, and get an
immediately recalculation of all FF&E
quantities needed in the project.
Each room must be assigned to an area
and can also be assigned to a phase for
custom reporting purposes.
For accounting purposes, each room
can be assigned a “Room Code” that is
typically used to code all of the room’s
contents with a location-related
accounting code prefix, although
custom uses can be developed. Each
room also has a budget that can be
entered for comparison to FF&E
contents (you can compare budgets
assigned to objects and the total costs
of the objects as calculated from the
specification pricing.
Like many screens in FF&EZ, the
room screen includes both a Clone
command button (to copy the
currently highlighted room) and an
Import option as part of the Add
command. Both of these can be used
to instantly populate the FF&E
Worksheet (covered later) with FF&E.
This can be part of creating a similar

room type (with the Clone command)
or of importing entire rooms and their
contents from either a prototype
project, a brand specific projector any
previous project containing a room
that can be used in the current one.
For hospitality industry users who
need to manage room counts or
“keys,” you can add any room to a

quantity count that is summarized by
area and for the entire project. This
allows you to easily change the room
mix for guest room types and still
confirm you have the expected number
of “keys.”
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FF&E Worksheet (1)
The FF&E Worksheet is the heart of
the program, where you specify
“what” goes “where” and “how
many.” As mentioned elsewhere, this
screen is used to define the contents of
each room in a project, including
“room types” where the quantity you
enter for one room is automatically
multiplied in reports by the quantity of
the room itself (see the “Room List”
page).
The Worksheet shows all the items
“officially” used in a project — reports
from this screen do not show
“alternate” specs and objects that do
not appear in this list.
You can instantly see a re-grouped list
by clicking a column heading to
change the sort order. (“Which of this
vendor’s products are used?” “Where
is this item used?”) Each line on the
list represents a “usage” of an “object”
(a finished piece of FF&E that may
consist of one or more specs) in a
specific room. An object usage only
has to be entered once in each desired
room, because part of defining the
usage is the total quantity needed in
that room (the screen shows a lot of
data, but it really only contains Room
IDs, object Tags and quantities).
On the Worksheet, the Edit and Clone
commands have a somewhat more
specialized function. Editing an
occurrence allows you to either move
the occurrence (by changing the room)
or replace it (by changing the object
that was used). Cloning an occurrence
means to copy to other rooms, and can
be a very fast way to put the same
object in multiple rooms. The Replace

command allows you to replace any
object with another in some or all
rooms where it was used.
The lower section of the screen
includes an “FF&E Summary” that
can be used to compare budgeted
amounts to actual pricing, or to
compare vendor cost to sell prices, at

each level from object up to the
project total.
On the lower right of the screen is an
image box that displays the images (if
any) of the specifications for the
object. You can double-click items in
the Summary box to edit them
directly instead of using a “Views”
button.
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In the Design/Purchasing version
(shown above), you will also see the
purchasing-related “Views” buttons
and the Order… button under the
“Commands” group, which is used to
generate purchase orders. That version
also includes the “PO #” column on
the right side of the list.

FF&E Worksheet (2)
The image to the right shows the
layout displayed after using the Add
or Edit buttons on the FF&E
Worksheet. On the left side are three
pick lists. The first two are used to
select the location (if different from
where you were already) or to create
new areas or rooms as needed.
The third pick list is used to select the
object to be placed in the room, or to
create a new one if it does not yet exist
on the list. Objects can be placed in as
many rooms as needed at whatever
quantity is required for that room.
The Create buttons for new areas,
rooms and objects can be triggered by
pressing Alt-A, Alt-R and Alt-O
respectively, which will help with
“head down” data entry.
Below the pick lists is a “Quantity”
field used to indicate how much or
how many of that item goes into the
selected room. As always, the user
only has to specify the quantity for
one room. FF&EZ does the rest of the
math for you.
On the right, the system displays the
current contents of the room so that it
is much easier to see what has already
been added. Like the main worksheet
list, this is sorted by object class then
by tag so that specific types of items
like finishes can be easily seen. If you
accidentally select an object that
already exists in the selected room, it
will be highlighted on the list.
Otherwise, the highlight moves to the
top to indicate what will happen with
the selected object.

In addition to the “Quantity” field, if
you select a “finish” class of object,
the “Location of finish” field is
enabled so you can indicate where the
finish is used in that room.
Finally, a special Save button (Save w/
Auto-add) makes it easy to start a
sequence of adding a list of items to a
room without going in and out of the

data entry mode. Selecting this option
once will save your current entry, then
leave you in “add” mode so that
another item can be added to a room.
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Object List (1)
An “object” is a generic term for any
finished and delivered piece of FF&E,
whether it is a chair with COM, an
accessories “allowance” or a wall
finish specified for a room. Objects are
actually very simple things, consisting
of an ID (called the “Tag”), a brief and
generic description, a “Class”
(furniture, finish, equipment, etc.), a
unit of measure and an optional
budget.
Objects can be defined to satisfy the
functional and budgeting requirements
of a project long before any product
selection is needed. Objects become
“real” when you attach a specification
to them, which is done automatically
as you create each object. Specs can
be fully detailed or “skeleton” or
“placeholder” specs to be detailed
later.
In the process of finishing a project,
the designer selects products and
describes them in detail on the
Specification List (next). Additional
specs can be attached to the
appropriate objects as needed.
The definition of an object can be
changed simply by attaching or
replacing specs on its “Component
List” or by rewriting the specs
themselves (depending upon whether
the original spec might still be used
elsewhere in the project).
By default, The “Description” for an
object shown on this screen is
overridden by the “Type/Product”
from Component #1 (the primary spec
that is attached to it) on all reports and
on other screens. Thus, an original
generic description does not need to be

updated once product selection has
been done—the object simply
“becomes” the primary product.
The quantity of each product used in
the object is specified when the
product is attached (see “Qty” column
in the Component List near the
bottom). The normal quantity for the
primary component is 1, but

supporting product quantities are the
amount needed for the completed
object (e.g., 3.5 yards of fabric).
Because of this approach, FF&EZ can
automatically track how much of each
product is needed in the entire project
(e.g., if you adjust the room mix in a
hotel, all quantities for all products are
immediately recalculated for reports.).
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One of the most powerful features on
the Object List screen is the Import
option (part of the Add command),
which allows you to import an object
and its specs from any other project.
The tools seen around the Component
List can be used to add, delete or
change the order of the products.

Object List (2)
When you click on the Add button
you have the ability to add up to two
component specifications to the object
when it is saved. This means that any
time the object screen is displayed in
“add” mode, you have several
options:
1. By default, the system creates a
“placeholder” specification (with
just the minimum information
needed) and adds it to the
Specification List for you. This
lets you create objects that are
already connected to a matching
“skeleton” specs. After building a
room and objects this way, you
can detail the specs on the
Specification List later. By default,
a placeholder spec will have a
“TBD” vendor, but you can
override this with the vendor of
your choice.
2. You can also add a secondary spec
for a supporting product (like a
fabric or a per item installation
charge).
3. In both cases, you can select an
existing spec to use in the new
object. This has the typical New
button next to it, which means that
you can just as easily add and
fully detail a specification — or
import one from a library or other
project.
If you add a secondary component,
you need to specify a little more
information for a secondary spec (the
primary spec will default to values
related to the object itself, but
secondary specs like fabrics often
have different units of measure or a

specific “quantity per object”. For
instance, a chair object will have one
chair frame each but might require a
quantity of fabric such as 3.5 YDS.
For both the primary specification and
the secondary one, the prefix used in
the Spec ID can key to a prototype
template specification set up in the
Library. If the system finds a match,

that template will be automatically
imported as part of creating the
specification.
You can add as many components
(products) to an object as is required
to create the finished and installed
object. The general rule: you need one
component for each purchase order
required for the finished product.
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The image on the previous page shows
the controls that are used to manage
the Component List for an existing
object.

Specification List (1)
This is the screen common to more
limited FF&E specifications systems,
consisting of fields in which all the
information about a specific product
can be entered, including the vendor
(or “TBD” if not known) and pricing.
This includes alternate shipping
address(es) and an image. FF&EZ
uses a single image library folder and
a specially designed image naming
scheme that allows images to be
shared among projects without
duplicating files.
The unique aspect of FF&EZ is that
specifications can be written without
including any reference to location or
quantity. This is because this
information is calculated or assembled
automatically for you, once you have
“used” the spec in an object and
“used” the object in a room. This
leaves you with only two tasks in
revising a project towards completion:
1) Making sure that your description
of the product is complete and 2)
making sure you have entered the
amount needed per object on the
object screen and placed the correct
number needed in each room (the
quantity shown on the FF&E
Worksheet). The long-term benefit of
this approach, besides an increased
confidence in your numbers, is that
specifications can be imported into
other projects with far less need for
revisions to eliminate project-specific
references.
Specifications can be cloned within a
project to create alternates or to record
alternate quotes. Only specs that are
used in an object used in the FF&E

Worksheet) will appear on the
“official” project reports (the “official”
reports are those printed from the
FF&E Worksheet). This allows you to
maintain alternate specifications that
can be substituted based on budgeting
scenarios.
Note the optional “supplier” vendor
along with the main “manufacturer”

vendor under “Source, Pricing.”
FF&EZ is designed to handle any
combination of situations in specifying
the source of a product: If a “supplier”
is specified, orders for that product are
sent to the supplier instead of ordered
directly from the manufacturer. In
addition to manual entry, an Assign
Supplier utility is used to assign a
supplier to specifications based on the
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manufacturer, product type or other
criteria.
This screen shows the “for profit”
layout: costs and sell prices; for
purchasing management projects, it
shows costs and management fees.
Prices can be auto-calculated from a
markup or set manually and locked.

Specification List (2)
To the right is the Specifications List
screen in “Editing” mode, showing
three other features of the system. On
the left you will see the Import and
Template buttona that are a part of
both the “adding” and “editing”
modes. These allow you to replace all
or most of the fields in the spec being
added or edited with an existing
specification from the Library or from
another project. If certain critical fields
(like “Spec ID” or “Price”) already
have entries in them, the system will
preserve these unless you choose to
override them. In most cases, these
functions are used when creating a
new spec or updating a “skeleton”
spec.
On the bottom of the screen is the
Status / Options bar, with three options
that change what the screen shows.
The “Show submittals” option
displays the “Submittal Tracking”
section, which allows you to set up to
twelve types of submittal
requirements, include two that can be
user-defined for each specification.
Those that are enabled appear on the
“Illustration Sheet” (project book”
reports and in the “Specification
Status” reports. A general submittal
notes section creates user- and datestamped internal notes about the
submittal process.
The “Show Spec Status” option
displays optional fields (at bottom
right) that can be used to track the
design status of the specification,
including simple tracking of
submittals. The “Revision Group”
field is used to group specs into a

specific “batch” of revised items that
can be printed from the FF&E
Worksheet using a query for the code
you enter here. The “Status Notes”
field is a general purpose field to be
used for internal notes about the
specification, the vendor or any other
information that would not normally
be printed. The web link field creates a
live link to any web address you enter

(typically one for the product—the
vendor form has a link for the
vendor’s site).
One other option to note is the
“Equipment fields” option, which
displays a set of fields that are specific
to major types of equipment
(especially kitchen equipment).
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These fields do not need to be used,
since the “Other Descr” field can hold
any amount of data, but they are
provided as a way to help ensure that
all needed capacity entries are easy to
see.

Reports
FF&EZ has a robust reporting
function that can print to any printer
set up on your system and directly to
PDF files. It also includes a powerful
report previewer with thumbnail and
search capabilities and the ability to
save reports to PDF, RTF, Excel and
HTML formats.*
Each major screen has its own set of
reports—those that make sense when
working with that type of information.
The FF&E Worksheet, which contains
the official “contents” of the project,
has dozens of available reports for
different purposes.
In the Design/Purchasing system, the
Orders screen and the Expediting
screen are the source of most reports.
If a query has been set up in the
current editing screen, the Report
Setup automatically uses it to
duplicate the content seen on the
screen. This can be overridden by
switching the “Filter” back to “All
records.” For very simple filtering,
you can select a characteristic of the
currently highlighted item on the
screen with the “Current” filter option
(e.g., the current vendor). This
automatically filters the report for that
characteristic.
In addition to the reports list, the
screen contains two major tabs:
“General Options” and “Report
Options.” The latter displays any
options that are specific to the selected
report.

The Reports Setup form contains the reports that are relevant to the major
This image shows the “Report Options” for the same “Illustration Sheet”
screen being used. Here, the FF&E Worksheet’s list is displayed, with the
format. Most reports have fewer options, but those intended for “public”
“Illustration Sheet by Tag” format selected.
consumption tend to have a large number of controls over what information
is included.

Some reports have many options to
select (see second image above), and
if you normally select specific options,
you can set these and then save them
with a new report name as a custom
variation of the base report. This
includes giving the report your own
title and subtitle.

*Note that some extremely tight report formats may not translate perfectly to the row/column format of spreadsheets.
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FF&E Screens
Design/Purchasing
The following pages show features that are exclusive to the
purchasing management versions of FF&EZ.

Ordering FF&E (1)
Design version w/optional export plug-in
Design/Purchasing version

In the pure Design version of FF&EZ,
you can produce the “Ordering
Worksheet” report, which breaks down
the project FF&E requirements by
vendor and prints what are in essence
unnumbered purchase orders in report
format.
In the Design/Purchasing version or
the Design version with the optional
Orders Export plug-in, an Order…
button appears in the “Commands”
section on the FF&E Worksheet (see
image at right).
The Order… command allows you to
convert finalized FF&E specifications
to purchase orders. In the Design/
Purchasing version, the orders will be
assigned order numbers and added to
the Orders Screen. The descriptions
for each specification are augmented
with a breakdown of how the product
is being used (that is, room locations
for primary products like chairs and
object usage for secondary
components.
When you click on the Order…
button, the system allows you to
specify a scope that changes the
number of objects being ordered,
based on the object, the vendor and/or
location. There are options that control
some of the additional text that is
added to the order items, as well as the
level of detail included.
In the image above, the objects from a
single vendor have been selected
across the entire project. FF&EZ
shows the items in the scope, where

they are located and lets you confirm
the quantity per room if needed. It
shows an extended quantity based on
the room counts you entered on the
Room screen.
The Order Conversion Setup screen
also includes a secondary access to the
“Ordering Worksheet Report,” which
is normally accessed with the main

Print button. This version of the
report is automatically set to use the
scope you select, so you can easily
create documentation of which
products were ordered each time you
run the Order procedure.
The Orders Export plug-in is an
optional module that builds a dataset
representing product ordering data,
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then exports it in a variety of
standardized formats, including flat
and relational structures. It also
includes a “hook” for developing
custom formats (essentially a plug-in
for the plug-in) to create specially
formatted or pre-processed data sets
for the specific requirements of
individual clients.

Ordering FF&E (2)
Design version w/optional export plug-in
Design/Purchasing version

Since FF&EZ allows you attach
multiple products to one object, the
scope that you select when you are
setting up orders also selects all the
related products that need to be
ordered.
Clicking on the Components to
Order button will display the
“disassembled” objects and their total
quantities. This display also notes
items that have been set to ship
directly to the project site, or which
have alternate shipping destinations,
so a quick check can be made. Setting
the shipping destination is important,
since FF&EZ breaks out order items
based on the source and the shipping
address.
In the example shown, the large list of
objects listed in the previous page’s
image have been condensed to the
actual products that are needed, along
with the extended quantities. Note that
each fabric product has been set to
ship to the upholstery vendor, not the
project site.
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Order List
Design/Purchasing version only

The Order Screen summarizes each
order, showing all order “header”
information, a brief list of the items
and a very flexible set of shipping
controls (shipping addresses are
inherited from design project
specifications if they are converted to
this sub-system). In addition, basic
tracking of vendor deposits are
included on this screen.
New items can be entered here
manually using the smaller Add Item
button next to the Order Items list,
however most orders are created
automatically by using the Order…
command on the FF&E Worksheet.
Items can be imported from the
Library, from a project or from an
existing order.
The Order Items list section includes
commands that allow you to edit or
revise items, clone them within the
order (to add unexpected quantity
additions as separate items instead of
variances), to split items for shipping
control (one of two ways) and to
delete or replace items.
All major order processing functions
are found under the “Process…”
button (more below). There are a
number of tracking and recap reports
that aid in managing orders, and the
order format itself can be customized
for an additional charge. The “Status
Notes” field applies to the whole
order. The Add note button inserts the
date and user’s name at the top of the
notes stack (“last in, first visible”).

Changes that affect an issued order
create an automatic revision tracking
note, which summarizing changes
made to either the order header or
individual items. This note can be
printed on orders and in certain reports
to help document changes.
Other revisions, such as splitting items
or replacing them when a product is

out of production are handled directly
by special editing buttons that
maintain the audit record for the order.
Tax rates are transferred automatically
from the source specification at the
time the order is created on the FF&E
Worksheet. This behavior can be
turned off if users prefer to get a tax
quote from a vendor instead. A freight
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quote can be entered. Item amounts,
taxes and freight are compared against
what the vendor invoices in a
reconciliation process.

Item Screen
Design/Purchasing version only

The Item screen appears when you add
new items to an order (less common)
or change the details of an individual
item, including exceptions to the
order’s overall shipping schedule (this
can be useful when splitting an item
for phased shipping).
Most items are created automatically
by using the Order… command on
the FF&E Worksheet screen.
When you edit an item on an order
that has already been issued, the
system creates an automatic, dated
note that tracks changes to critical
items and in the multi-user version,
who made them (changes to the
“Add’l Descr” field will add a more
generic note). You can also add
specific revision notes for an item
change that are added to the automatic
one at the time of the revision
Revisions to issued orders are
automatically printed in a “Revisions”
section on orders when they are reprinted, and a revision date is printed
next to each item that is affected. This
can be suppressed when you re-print
an order.
One feature that should be highlighted
is that the “USAGE” reference at the
end of the additional description was
created automatically when the order
was created, using information from
the Design module. This is an option
that can be set when the orders are
created from the FF&E Worksheet.
On the right are two examples of the
Items screen being used. The most
common use is to edit order items that

were created from the FF&E
Worksheet with that screen’s Order…
command. However, you can also add
items manually, including special item
types that may be needed when
unexpected things things occur during
the expediting and vendor invoice
reconciliation process.
Normal product items are processed
outside of this screen using the regular
Processing commands and the
Update Status commands on the
Expediting screen. Special items often
occur at a point when the order is far
along in the process, and so the screen
allows certain status milestone entries
that allow you to quickly process
these.
For instance, an unexpected invoice
for freight charges that was paid with a
credit card would normally require the
full process of entering the invoice,
issuing a balance check request and
entering that payment. With a special
item, you can enter as much
information as you have to bring the
item’s status current.

This shows an item being edited after the order was issued. As expediting milestones are updated,
some elements on this screen represent “original” entries and cannot be changed.

Here, the Items form is being used to add a special item to the order. This is how unexpected
charges like extra freight can be added after a regular invoice with freight (or not) was processed.
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Expediting List
Design/Purchasing version only

The Expediting screen is the control
center for managing the progress of
orders once they are issued. The
screen displays the requested shipping
dates, vendor acknowledgments and
other status entries. Once an item is
shipped or received, you can quickly
update that status.
The list also shows the current
financials for each item.
All expediting fields are organized in a
format that is oriented to the typical
workflow for tracking the status of an
item. The “PO Notes” field here is the
same one visible on the Orders List
screen, but automatically adds the
current item number in addition to the
date and user ID. Several expediting
reports track project order status in
different sort orders.
Two update buttons on the left allow
you to record changes in order status.
The “Update Item” button only affects
the currently highlighted line item and
can be invoked by double-clicking the
screen or line in the list.
The “Update Order” version allows
you to update all items with the same
value (such as a “shipped” date) unless
a previous entry has already been
entered.
There is also a “Revise Item” button
which performs the same function as it
does on the Order Screen, allowing
last minute corrections or revisions to
an individual item. These changes may
be limited by previously recorded
shipping or billing activity.

The “Process” function on this screen
is the same as is found on the Orders
Screen, so that billing and payment
recording functions can be performed
from this screen, too.
Order items may include a “split”
number to allow a more logical
tracking of shipping splits and other
variances that can happen as an order

is processed. This means that you can
split an order item in two ways: 1)
Before the order is issued, to allow for
phasing of shipments that is known in
advance (this splits the item to a new
item number) and 2) To account for
shipping splits and invoicing splits
that occur during expediting of issued
orders, which creates a sub-item of the
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original to avoid confusion about
which item was split).
If a shipped quantity is entered that is
more than the original, it is treated as a
variance. If less, you have the option
of treating as a partial shipment
(creating a split) or as a variance.
Variances are final adjustments
overriding the original quantity.

Processing
Design/Purchasing version only

The Processing Setup form, called
with the Process… command (Orders
screen or the Expediting screen),
includes functions used to process the
“milestones” of the purchasing
workflow.
There are two types: those that create
outgoing documents and those that
process incoming documents.These
functions are are broken across five
distinct types of command groups. The
processes that create documents all
have an option to print directly to a
PDF file instead of a printer.
The layout shown will change based
on the type of processing, and each
process type will display specific tools
that can be used to easily accomplish
the selected task.
The commands shown are in the rough
order that they are used in processing
orders (although there may be
exceptions and some functions that are
not used, depending on the project
billing type).
Orders
This group allows you to preview,
issue and re-print orders. Orders are
officially “issued” when you use the
Print Final or >PDF options and
confirm this milestone.
The base order formats include
options to add temporary notes to the
header area as well as short and long
boilerplate that prints on all orders.
Custom formats are available.

Here, the Issue Orders command has been selected, showing the options for selecting scope, the format and other options like special
notes. You can also edit the permanent boilerplate for either “standard” formats.

Vendor Deposits
If you need to document the
processing of deposit invoices from
vendors and their payment, you can
use these functions. Due to the simple
nature of deposits, you can also do
these tasks by editing the order.

“Vendor Payment Status” reports let
you track payment status information.
Vendor Balances
Used to reconcile vendor invoices
against what the system expects them
to invoice and to apply deposits to
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confirmed amounts. The Enter
Vendor Final Invoices command is a
crucial component in verifying that
vendor invoices match what you
expect to see. Balances owed appear
on balance check requests, which
create a “sent for payment” milestone.

Client Invoices
Used to print invoices (or invoicing
backup detail) to your clients and to
record payments. If you are invoicing
clients from a separate accounting
system, you can use the “invoicing
detail” option to print a detailed
backing document instead of an
invoice.
Project Closeout
This is used at the end of a project to
mark all of its orders as “closed.” This
removes them from the normal
displays and from most reports,
although this can be overridden.

The Enter Vendor Final Invoices command is an important function that processes incoming documents. It makes it easy to process the
invoice for a single order, however it includes options that can be used for those with multiple orders. The command steps you through the
process of comparing what the vendor invoiced to what FF&EZ “expects” to see, based on how you set up the order.
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Request List
Design / Purchasing version only

This screen is used to manage check
requests generated to pay vendors. It
includes both deposit payment
requests and balance payment
requests.
Check requests are generated with the
Processing module’s Issue Vendor
Deposit Requests and Issue Vendor
Balance Requests commands. They
represent the “official” numbers that
FF&EZ has recorded. For balance
requests, which are based on the order
items, they represent numbers that
have been reconciled
Generating deposit requests is not
required, but can be useful if you want
to maintain an audit trail in the system
of what has been processed.
Balance requests are more important,
since they represent the official, itemdriven final amount owed to a vendor.
This is based on deposits recorded and
vendor invoicing that has been
reconciled against the original order
and any shipping differences, using
the Enter Vendor Final Invoices
process (see “Processing” earlier in
this document).
For both types of requests, the
Processing Setup screen includes an
option to generate the requests without
printing them to a printer or PDF file.
This lets you indicate that the system
has “seen” the vendor invoice and a
request to pay it has been made.
You can use the Print… command on
this screen to reprint check requests
and to print lists of requests for
management purposes.

Once check request have been created,
the Export… command allows you to
export that data, including an option to
export it as a marked transaction
(meaning that it won’t be exported
again).
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Invoice List
Design / Purchasing version only

This screen is used to manage invoices
you have generated to your clients.
This may be for the sell price of the
FF&E you are selling to them or for
the cost-based purchasing
management fee percentage. You can
also generate invoices for fixed fees,
using a special purchase order with
you as the “vendor,” but fixed fee
invoicing is normally simpler to do
within your accounting system.
Invoices are generated with the
Processing module’s Print Client
Invoices commands. They are based
on the status of the items that you
have processed: either “issued,”
“shipped” or “received.”
You can use the Print… command on
this screen to reprint invoices and to
print lists of invoices for management
purposes.
Once invoices have been created, the
Export… command allows you to
export that data, including an option to
export it as a marked transaction
(meaning that it won’t be exported
again).
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